Cleaner, Healthier Water
for Schools
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Even if it looks clean and pure, that doesn’t mean it’s safe to drink. With
Elkay®, you help ensure that your child has access to fresh, filtered
drinking water at school. Our ezH2O® bottle filling stations with filters are
certified to reduce lead and other harmful contaminants to help keep
kids healthy and hydrated throughout the day.

One Source —
Sustainable Solutions, Healthier Hydration
Elkay products feature WaterSentry® Plus filtration systems. These reliable filters are tested and
certified to NSF/ANSI 42 and 53 for the reduction of lead, cysts and other harmful contaminants
from incoming water.1 This ensures you’re delivering cleaner, healthier drinking water.

Filtered Bottle Filling Stations
Our bottle filling stations provide a convenient and healthy hydration solution,
with many models now featuring completely hands-free operation. Touch-free
sensor activation provides a rapid fill of filtered water without worry of spreading
germs. Cleaner water, clean hands, and less plastic bottle waste.
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Filtered Coolers and Fountains
Our water coolers and fountains now feature sensor-activated
push bars to activate waterflow. Enjoy filtered water completely
hands-free: it’s a truly refreshing solution.
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Vandal-resistant Retrofit Kits
Our vandal-resistant water filtration kits are great for use on existing
non-filtered water coolers, fountains and bottle fillers and include:
• Vandal-resistant Box
• WaterSentry VII Filter
• Filter Monitor and Alert
• Versatile Mounting Options
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Filtration Solutions
Keep your unit delivering cleaner, healthier water with our replacement water filters. Or convert
your non-filtered unit to a filtered unit when you purchase an Elkay Retrofit Filtration System Kit.
Our water filters can be installed on:
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• Bottle Filling Stations

• Classroom Bubblers

• Coolers and Fountains

• Glass Fillers

• Classroom Sinks

• Faucets (under the counter; cold water only)

Elkay is your single source for filtration solutions, including vandal-resistant retrofit kits,
WaterSentry filters and retrofit filtration system kits.
Learn more about our healthy drinking water solutions at elkay.com/education.
Individual certifier varies; check product page for detailed information.
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